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Revision of a Non-Specialised Translation: List of Error Categories for Candidates (English into Khmer) 
The translation includes errors at word, phrase or sentence level across the following categories: 

 

Error Category Examples of Errors 

 
 
1. Distortion: An element of 
meaning in the source text is 
altered in the target text. 

A distortion can occur in an 
individual word, phrase, clause or 
entire sentence. 

a) Source language text: This week the government announced that all public servants would get a pay rise. 

Correct version: រ�� ភិ�ល�ន្រប�សេ�ក� �ង�ទិត្យេនះ� បុគ�លិក�ជ�រ�ងំអស់នឹងទទួល�ន�រដំេឡើងេបៀវត្ស។ 

Incorrect version: រ�� ភិ�ល�ន្រប�ស� បុគ�លិក�ជ�រ�ងំអស់នឹងទទួល�ន�រដំេឡើងេបៀវត្សេ�ក� �ង �ទិត្យេនះ ។ 

(Moving the phrase “this week” changes the time reference from the announcement to the pay rise, thereby altering the meaning of 
the target text.). 
b) Source language text: The witness described the thief as a young man with blond hair. 

Correct version: �ក្ីស�នេរៀប�ប់� េ�រេ�ះ�បុរសេក�ង�� ក់ែដល�នសក់ពណ៌ទង់ែដង ។ 

Incorrect version: �ក្ីស�នេរៀប�ប់� េ�រេ�ះ�បុរសេក�ង�� ក់ែដល�នសក់ពណ៌េ��  ។ 

(Incorrect translation of the adjective, thereby altering the meaning of the target text.) 

2. Unjustified omission: An 
element of meaning in the source 
text is not transferred into the 
target text. 

An unjustified omission can occur 
with an individual word, phrase, 
clause or entire sentence. 

Source language text: The highest increases in soil carbon levels occur in the first 6–8 years after changes in land management, and 
after 35 years the rate of change drops to zero. 

Correct version: េ្រ�យពី�ន�រ�� ស់ប� �រមួយចំនួន�ងែផ�កេរៀបចំ្រគប់្រគងែដនដីមក ក្រមិត�បូនក� �ងដី រ�ងពី៦េ�៨�� ំដំបូង 
�ន�រេកើនេឡើង�៉ងខ�ស់បំផុត  េហើយប�� ប់ពី៣៥�� ំេ្រ�យមកេទៀត អ្រ�ៃន�រ�� ស់ប� �រក៏�� ក់ចុះដល់សូន្យ។ 

Incorrect version: េ្រ�យពី�ន�រ�� ស់ប� �រមួយចំនួន�ងែផ�កេរៀបចំ្រគប់្រគងែដនដីមក ក្រមិត�បូនក� �ងដី រ�ងពី៦េ�៨�� ំដំបូង 
�ន�រេកើនេឡើង�៉ងខ�ស់បំផុត។ 

(Omission of the underlined clause results in a major loss of meaning in the context of the whole sentence.) 
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Error Category Examples of Errors 

3. Unjustified insertion: An 
element of meaning that does 
not exist in the source text is 
added to the target text. 

An unjustified insertion can occur 
with an individual word, phrase, 
clause or entire sentence. 

Source language text: would guarantee that people leaving the workforce in their mid-60s enjoyed a financially secure retirement 

Correct version: នឹង��� ពលរដ�ែដលឈប់េធ� ើ�រេ�ក� �ងវ �យ៦៥�� ំ�� យ �ន្រ�ក់�ស្រគប់្រ�នស់្រ�ប់ផ�ត់ផ�ត់ជីវ�ព
េពលចូលនិវត�ន៍។ 

Incorrect version: នឹង��� ពលរដ�ែដលឈប់េធ� ើ�រេ�ក� �ងវ �យ៦៥�� ំ�� យ �ន្រ�ក់�ស្រគប់្រ�នស់្រ�ប់ផ�ត់ផ�ត់ជីវ�ព
េពលចូលនិវត�ន៍ រហូតដល់្រ�អវ�នៃនជីវ �តរបស់ពួកេគ េ�ះ�ពួកេគ�ន�យុចំ�ស់�ក៏េ�យ។ 

(The underlined words were not found in the original text, nor were they implied, and inserting them has a major impact on the 
transfer of meaning.) 

4. Inappropriate register: An 
expression or variety of language 
considered by a native speaker to 
be inappropriate to the specific 
context in which it is used. 

a) Source language text: In a recent judgement, the Criminal Court handed down a three-month suspended sentence. 

Correct version: េ�ក� �ងេសចក� ីវ �និច�យេ�ស�េពលថ�ីៗេនះ តុ��រ្រពហ� ទណ� �នេចញ�ល្រកមព្យ� រេ�សរយៈេពល៣ែខ។ 

Incorrect version: េ�ក� �ងេសចក� ីវ �និច�យេ�ស�េពលថ�ីៗេនះ 
តុ��រ្រពហ� ទណ� �នេចញលិខិតព្យ� រេ�សរយៈេពល៣ែខ។ 

 (In the legal register, the wording usually used is that a court hands down a �ល្រកមព្យ� រេ�ស, rather than a 
លិខិតព្យ� រេ�ស) 
b) Source language text: [in minutes of board meeting] The Chairman expressed his extreme displeasure. 

Correct version: [េ�ក� �ងកំណតេ់ហតុៃនកិច�្របជុំរបស់្រក �ម្របឹក�] ្រប�ន�នសែម�ងនូវ�រមិនេពញចិត��៉ង�� ំង។ 

Incorrect version: [េ�ក� �ងកំណត់េហតុៃនកិច�្របជុំរបស់្រក �ម្របឹក�] ្រប�ន�នសែម�ងនូវ�រេទើសចិត��៉ង�� ំង។ 

(The phrase �រមិនេពញចិត��៉ង�� ំង conveys the correct meaning but is too informal in this context.) 
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5. Unidiomatic expression: An 
expression sounding unnatural 
or awkward to a native speaker 
irrespective of the context in 
which the expression is used, but 
the intended meaning can be 
understood. 

a) Source language text: Smog is a big problem in many cities. 

Correct version: ែផ្សងអ័ព�គឺ�ប�� មួយដ៏ធំេ�ក� �ង�នី�េ្រចើន។   

Incorrect version: ែផ្សងអ័ព�គឺ�ប�� មួយដ៏្រ�ស់ែ្រកលេ�ក� �ង�នី�េ្រចើន។   

(In this context, the word ដ៏ធ ំis more commonly used, but ្រ�ស់ែ្រកល can still be understood.) 
b) Source language text: subjected to intense criticism 

Correct version: ្របឈមនឹង�ររ �ះគន់�៉ង�� ំង 

Incorrect version: ្របឈម�មួយ�ររ �ះគន់�៉ង�� ំង 

(The verb នឹង is normally collocated with the preposition to, but the meaning can be understood.) 

6. Error of grammar, syntax: 
Error in structuring words, clauses 
and phrases of a language. E.g. 
incorrect word type/form; 
incorrect verb tense/form; 
agreement error between 
subject- verb, noun-pronoun, 
adjective- noun, etc. 

a) Source language text: the symptoms include dizziness 

Correct version: េ�គស�� �ងំេ�ះ �នរមួ�ងំ �រវ �លមុខ។ 

Incorrect version: េ�គស�� �ងំេ�ះ �នរមួ�ងំ  វ �លមុខ។ 

(Incorrect word form: use of adjective instead of noun) 
b) Source language text: last month he bought me... 

Correct version: �លពីែខមុន �ត់�នទិញឱ្យខ� � នូំវ…. 

Incorrect version: �លពីែខមុន �តទ់ិញឱ្យខ� � នូំវ…. 

(Incorrect verb tense: present tense instead of past tense) 
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6. Error of grammar, syntax 
(continued): 
Error in structuring words, clauses 
and phrases of a language. E.g. 
incorrect word type/form; 
incorrect verb tense/form; 
agreement error between 
subject- verb, noun-pronoun, 
adjective- noun, etc. 

c) Source language text:  trees make the place attractive 

Correct version: េដើមេឈើ�ងំ�យេធ� ើឱ្យកែន�ងេនះ�នស�ព្រសស់្រត�ល 

Incorrect version:  េដើមេឈើមួយេដើមេធ� ើឱ្យកែន�ងេនះ�នស�ព្រសស់្រត�ល 

(Agreement error between noun and verb: use of singular verb form instead of plural) 

d) Source language text: he picked up a chair and put it on the table. 

Correct version: �ត់�នេលើកេ�អីមួយ េហើយក៏យក�េ��ក់េលើតុ។ 

Incorrect version: �ត់�នេលើកេ�អីមួយ េហើយក៏យក�ងេ��ក់េលើតុ។ 

(Incorrect pronoun to refer to chair.) 
e) Source language text: the newlywed couple have provided the information. 

Correct version: គូ�� មីភរ ��ែដលេទើបេរៀប�រេហើយថ�ីៗ �នផ�ល់ព័ត៌�នរចួ�ល់េហើយ។ 

Incorrect version: គូ�� មីភរ ��ែដលេទើបេរៀប�រេហើយថ�ីៗ �នទទួលព័ត៌�នពីេគ។ 

(Incorrect sentence structure which can, also, result in distortion.) 

7. Error of spelling: Error in 
forming words with letters or 
characters. E.g. misspelling of a 
word/character, incorrect 
capitalisation. 

Source language text: That case will have to be tried in court. 

Correct version: ករណីេ�ះនឹង្រត�វេធ� ើសវ��រេ�តុ��រ។ 

Incorrect version: ករណីេ�ះនឹង្រត�វេធ� ើសវ��រេ�តុ��។ 

(Spelling error: តុ��រ has been misspelled) 
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8. Error of punctuation: Error 
in use of marks that separate 
sentences and their elements, 
and clarify meaning. E.g. incorrect 
comma, full-stop, apostrophe, 
inverted commas, etc. 

Source language text: The government will change its policy on the taxation of trust 
accounts.  

Correct version: រ�� ភិ�លនឹងែកែ្របេ�លនេ��យស� ីពី�រដកពន�ពីគណនី្រតឺស� ។ 

Incorrect version: រ�� ភិ�ល, នឹងែកែ្របេ�លនេ��យស� ីពី�រដកពន�ពីគណន្ីរតឺស� ។ 

(Incorrect comma usage: the comma incorrectly separates the subject from its verb.) 
 


